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IN HEARTY APPRECIATION OF WHAT HE HAS DONE
TO FURTHER ATHLETICS AND CLEAN SPORTSMANSHIP
IN OUR COLLEGE, WE DEDICATE THIS SECTION WITH
SINCERE AFFECTION, TO

PROF. FRANKLIN HUPP SEAMON
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TO THE STUDENTS OF 1932-1933
Many improvements have been made on the college campus since the last issue of the "Flowsheet." Wider and better roads, retaining walls for drainage
and landscape gardens, three new concrete tennis courts, and a new building for
physical training have been constructed. The football field has been enlarged
and greatly improved. These important additions ta our surroundings were made
possible by the thoughtful consideration of our needs by our city and county
officials and to their generosity in providing work for the unemployed.
This year our athletic pragram consisted of football and a short session of
basketball, there being insufficient funds to provide for competition in other
sports.
Our true and experienced coaches, Mack Saxon and Harry Phillips, developed
a football squad that was a credit to our institution and this community. It was
undoubtedly the strongest team we have ever had. For the first time in the history of the school we played two conference teams of exceptional strength, the
Oklahoma "Aggies" and Southern Methodist University. While we lost both
games, they were real contests and our team maintained the old tradition of the
"Mines" for fighting spirit and clean sportsmanship. We lost only one other game
during the season and our victories over N. M. "Aggies," Howard Payne, Simmons University, and St. Edward's University were gratifying achievements.
Next year we shall play under conference rules and will have the most pretentious football schedule we have ever attempted. We anticipate a successful
season, provided we have the same wonderful support that was given us this
year by faculty, students, and the citizens of El Paso.
We deeply appreciate what our friends have done for us during this period
of business depression. Let all of the "Mines" unite to demonstrate that their
confidence in us has not been misplaced!

Chairman, Faculty Committee for Athletics.
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HARRY PHILLIPS
ASSISTANT COACH

Harry Phillips, our own "Little Man," working with Coach Saxon, has furnished the powerful lines that have carried the Miners through four successful
seasons.
Every . fall, Harry goes out on the football field, takes a squad of linesmen,
largely composed of raw material, and builds a forward wall that handles itself
like a veteran. And look at the linesmen he has produced !
Without the work and co-operation of Coach Phillips the record made by the
Miners the past four seasons could never have been accomplished. Harry has
delivered the goods.
From now on the little man will have larger squads to work with, and with
the adoption of the freshman rule next year, he will have more time to mold his
green material into players of college caliber. In view of his great record so far,
we can really expect big things from him.
Coaches Saxon and Phillips really make a great pair. They have developed
winning teams from green material and small squads, and, in 1930, 1931 and
1932, they turned out the strongest eleven of the region. No wonder every coach
in the country fears and respects these two men and their ball clubs.
And with Coach Phillips giving us bigger and better lines every year, we are
really going places.
Atta boy, Little Man!
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FOOTBALL SQUAD
1932

FrnsT Row:
Boykin, Daross, Duffel, Hart, Mitchell, Weaver, Krutilek, Mayhew, Page, Bothe
SECOND Row:
Vaughan, Cresap, Williams, Milner, Andrews, Huddleston, Hatzen-Buehler, J. Salser,
Wilson, Armstrong, Coldwell
THIRD Row:
Coach Saxon, P. Salser, Garner, Rodehaver, Hines, Paredes, Ponsford, Walton, Turner,
King, Line Coach Phillips
FouRTH Row:
Manager Guyler, Scaling, Paget, Woodward, Hare, Gardner, Sobral
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OUR CHEER LEADERS

In the face of great odds, Gordon Gunn and Ada Mae Hadlock have strived
faithfully to carry out their job of cheer-leading for our fighting Muckers.
The odds- a seemingly dead headed, sluggish student body which does not
appear to have enough backbone to break out of its shell of unworthy silence and
yell. No wonder the cheer leaders don't get a hearty, rousing cheer in response to
their pleas. Come on! Let's all get some spirit! Let's back our school; let's yell
like H E L L for our team, and with our cheer leaders! Let's let El Paso know
that we are there with our team, and not all crippled up with laryngitis!
Perhaps the trouble is not a matter of spirit. The school showed its true colors before the Simmons University game, when it nearly blew El Paso's roof off.
At various times, when the students have been assembled in a group, they have
yelled, and have showed the town what is meant by "School Spirit."
But at the game the cheering has been more conspicuous than ever by its absence. The trouble seems, therefore, to be one of grouping. The students do not
all sit together, but spread out, and become separated from each other-; the students, thus isolated, feel painfully conspicuous when they yell. Even if every
student did shout as loudly as he could, the effect af a stirring, concentrated
cheer would be lacking.
What's the school going to do about it'? Let's have a section where we will
all go, be together, and yell. Let's support our cheer leaders as well as our team!
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MACK SAXON
HEAD COACH

Coach Saxon has just finished his fourth year as head coach at the Mines, and
during that time he has made a truly enviable record on the football field.
Working with comparatively small squads until this year, he has developed
four formidable elevens and managed to win a great majority of the games. The
defeats suffered by the fighting Muckers under Mack's tutelage can be counted
on the fingers of one hand, and not until 1931 did a Saxon-coached team lose a
contest in El Paso. It has taken such powerful clubs as the University of Texas
Longhorns, the Arizona Wildcats, the Simmons Cowboys, and the Oklahoma
Aggies, to down the Miners. The Arizona defeat of 1929, as well as the one suffered at the hands af Simmons in 1931, has been fully avenged.
Coach Saxon has shown a real ability for developing football players out of
green material. He has uncovered some real football talent. In fact, his teams
have consistently placed far more than their share of all-Southwestern choices.
For next year, plans are being made ta adopt the freshman rule. Coach Saxon is making arrangements for a much tougher schedule for his conquering
Miners, and there is a possibility of some intersectional tilts.
More power to you, Skipper!
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Andrew's field generalship, passing ability, and power to
plow through enemy lines once more proved great factors in
the success of the team.

To our two captains, J.B. Andrews and "Red" Coldwell, belongs much of the credit for the
successful season enjoyed by the Miners this year. With their leadership and outstanding individual performance, both on offense and defense, they made themselves respected by all opponents. Both played their last season for the school, and both were placed on the Far-Southwestern
mythical eleven for the fourth consecutive year.

"Red" Coldwell, after playing three years
at tackle in spectacular fashion, was shifted to
end. His great defensive play, described by
Coach Saxon as the best he had ever seen,
earned him the most valuable player award.
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WAYLAND GAME
CAPTAIN-ELECT CARROLL \VEAVER. In living up to and exceeding
all expectations, Carroll proved to
be a real "find." Things happened
when he got hold of the ball, and
his remarkable ability to steer under
passes make him a real threat.
Co-CAPTAIN-ELECT HAYDEN MAYHEW. As "coming out" guard, Lindy took delight in spilling
opposing tacklers. His great offensive work earned
him a place in the southwest's mythical eleven. He
has another year to go for the school, and should
enjoy the best season of his career.

\VALTER MILNER. "Chule" is one of the old reliables, and never fails to account for a large portion of
the Miner yardage. He is a fast, shifty ball carrier,
and can snag passes with the best of them. He will be
gaining ground for the Mines again next year.
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ST. EDWARD'S GAME

BEN BOYKIN. Ben wound up his football career at the Mines in a big way. A
fleet, pass-snagging demon on offense, and
a clever, consistent man on defense, he was
always a big asset to the team.

JAMES HENRY DAROSS. "Primo" was always a pillar of strength in the Mucker
line. His great bulk never detracted from
his speed in smearing enemy backs. We expect much from him next year.

JOHN HAWLEY. For two years
Hawley has been a formidable
member of the Mucker line. A real
scrapper, he has defended his guard
position in great style and sent
many a worthy backfield looking
elsewhere for a gain.
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HOWARD-PAYNE GAME

GEORGE KRUTILEK. George
abandoned his old position at
guard to take a backfield position. In so doing he showed
great versatility, and filled
his new role in commendable
fashion. He will be back in
Mines uniform next fall.

AL WILLIAMS. Al wipes that sunny smile off his
face when he gets out in the field, and it usually
spells trouble for opposing backs. Al always manages to get himself in the vicinity of the ball, and
invariably plays a large part in bringing 'em down.

CARL DUFFEL. "Cotton" Duffel, filling the shoes of T had Steele at center,
gave excellent account of himself and
made up in fight for his lack of size. H e
is a "little small, but also plenty tough."
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ST. EDWARD'S GAME

SAM CRESAP. Sam is one of our
rookies this year, but you couldn't
tell it by watching him on the football field. As a ball carrier and blocker he handled himself like a true veteran.

]oE HART. Joe is another newcomer who made good for the Mines. He
is a smart, dependable linesman and
always a hard man to take out.

CHESTER ARMSTRONG. Whenever Skipper Saxon
needed someone to stop enemy drives, he knew he
could depend on Armstrong. Chester improved fast
as the season progressed, and was soon stopping all
plays in his territory.
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SOUTHERN METHODIST UNIVERSITY GAME

SALVADOR TovAR. Another man
that is small but tough. Tovar
played his first year with the
Mines and showed plenty of promise. He lacks size, but his aggressiveness made him a veritabl.e tiger
in the line.

HENRY HAWK. A dangerous
man, this "flying Dutchman." He
has made himself a menace by virtue of his efficient ball-toting and
blocking. Game to the last, he carried the colors until he was forced
out by a knee injury.

WooDROW WILSON. A newcomer to
the Mines this year, Wilson developed
into an indispensable cog in the Mucker
offense. His educated toe added many a
point to our scores, and on one occasion
provided the margin of victory.
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WAYLAND GAME

RoDEHAVER

HUDDLESTON

MADDOX

RESERVES
The reserve lettermen, Rodehaver, Bothe, Maddox, Page, Huddleston, Vaughn, Mitchell, and J. K. Salser, have all given their best services to the Mines' team this year. Without this group of hard-working, fighting, digging Ore Excavators the strength of the Muckers would have been greatly lessened. These boys did not make their letters this
year, but they put in as much time working, and practicing as did the lettermen,
and next year they will be the mainspring of aur football machine.
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NEW MEXICO AGGIE GAME

TOLBERT

GuYLER

WASHBURN

THE MANAGERS
There is one job in the athletic calendar which requires a lot of work and worry and for which
there is little honor in return. That job belongs to the managers. They are the boys behind the
scenes, upon whom depend the smooth-running quality which is eminent in any well organized
football club. They take care of equipment and do all the thousand and one jobs which come up
around the locker rooms, and on the field. Here's to the hard-working, little-known members of
the football squad, the managers, Bud Guyler, Gale Tolbert and Al Washburn.
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RESUME OF 1932 FOOTBALL SEASON
MINERS ROMP ON WAYLAND IN OPENER
38-7
Two thousand fans saw a running, passing and fighting bunch of Miners make short work
of the Wayland Jackrabbits in the season's curtain raiser, October 1st. The Wayland gridsters
probably were a bit off form because of difficulties encountered on their way to El Paso, but the
Miners were clearly the better team in all departments.
The new team displayed a well-rounded attack, led by the old reliables, Andrews, Weaver,
and Milner in the backfield, and Coldwell, Mayhew, Boykin, and Daross in the line. The work
of the new men, Duffel, Wilson, Mitchell, and the Salser boys was particularly pleasing, as their
ability had been more or less an unknown quantity.
MINERS CONQUER HOWARD PAYNE
19-7
On October 8, the Miners met their first real test, encountering plenty of opposition in a buzzing bunch of Yellow Jackets from down Howard Payne way. The fighting Muckers resorted to
a varied offense of running, passing and kicking that swept them to a 19 to 7 victory.
An outstanding feature in the game was Charlie Coldwell's brilliant performance at end.
Skipper Saxon said after the game that it was the best exhibition of end playing he had ever witnessed, and Mack has been around quite a bit.
MINERS WIN THRILLER FROM SIMMONS COWBOYS
13-2
Power met power, and aerial offense was matched with aerial offense the night of October 14
in one of the most thrilling games ever played at the High School stadium. It was a game of
thrills and chills all the way and the outcome was in doubt until Wilson, Miner flashy new halfback, took one of Andrews' heaves in the closing minutes and raced across the goal for the last
Miner score.
In dawning the Cowboys, the Miners got their revenge for last year's 45 to 0 drubbing that
blasted their hopes for a perfect season. The old reliables, Andrews, Coldwell and Boykin, fighting Simmons for the last time, made the best of their opportunity, and, with the rest of the team
and the highpowered reserves, put on an exhibition that will go down in our football history
alongside such games as the Wayland fray of 1929, when Doggie Byrne won for the Mines in a
spectacular movie finish by sending the ball between the uprights in the last ten seconds of play.
MINERS NOSE OUT CADETS
14-12
On October 22 the Miners journeyed over to Roswell to tangle with the strong N. M. M. I.
Cadets, took the field in a highly overconfident mood, and as a result had to fight an uphill battle
to overcome a 12 to 0 lead and win by the slim margin of 2 points, provided by Woodrow Wilson's
educated toe.
A strong passing attack, with Andrews in the tossing role, swept the Orediggers on to their
hard-earned victory in the last period, Weaver taking one of the heaves for the final counter. The
final gun found the Miners hammering away under the shadow of the Cadet goal. posts.
MINERS DOWN OLD RIVALS
31-6

~he

.

f~om sati~

Displaying their best f?rm of
season thus far, the Miners, far
w.ith their
poor showing agamst the N. M. M. I. Cadets the preceedmg week, took it out on
their traditional rivals, the highly touted New Mexico Aggies with a sound 31 to
6 thrashing.
Coach Jerry Hines of the Aggies tried desperately but in vain to find a combination that would stop Andrews and take Charlie Coldwell out of the plays. The
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latter played one of the best defensive games of his career, besides making himself a nuisance to the
Farmer defensive by consistently getting under Andrews' long tosses. "Fuzzy-top" Duffel, "Primo"
Daross, and, in fact, the entire Mucker forward wall, played a whale of a defensive game.
MINERS LOSE TO TEMPE

15-14
In a game filled with highly uncertain details, all of which, curiously enough, contributed
to the Tempe cause, the Bulldogs were able to nose out a more powerful Miner eleven at Tempe,
Armistice Day.
The Miners clearly outclassed their opponents throughout, and piled up a set of statistics
that went on the money side, only to have their efforts go for naught when the Bulldogs scored in
the last two minutes of play with a long pass, which was a direct result of one of those "uncertain
details."
It was a tough game to lose, and as the Skipper said in a gesture of sportsmanship, concealing perhaps a load of well-founded but unexpressed resentment, "it was one of those things."
ARMY STARS FLICKER OUT BEFORE MINERS
44-7
Displaying a strong aerial offense and a well-nigh invulnerable line, the Miners scored almost at will for four quarters and downed a much weaker Army team from Ft. Bliss.
J. B. Andrews turned in his usual corking game at quarter. Weaver looked good calling signals for the subs and appears to be fast developing into the man to take Andrews' place next year.
"Pup" Vaughn was seriously injured when he was kicked in the knee by an Army player
blocking a punt.
MINERS TRIM ST. EDWARDS SAINTS
27-13
The much vaunted Saints from Austin took a licking from a better Miner eleven, to the tune
of 27-13, on Thanksgiving Day. This game marked the seventh win out of eight games played by
the Muckers.
Saxon's prodigies were quick to get the jump on the slow-footed visitors, and early in the second period the varsity was replaced by the Mines reserves.
J. B. Andrews and Red Coldwell played their usual steady, rangy game. "Chule" Milner and
Carroll Weaver showed real ability for driving and snatching passes.
MUCKERS BOW TO POWERFUL OKLAHOMA ELEVEN
20-7
Power, power, and more power! That's what the Oklahoma Aggies brought to El Paso with
them for the game with the Muckers. Oklahoma's many reserves were its winning card.
A colorful and almost hysterical crowd of about 5,000 watched the Miners battle the Aggies
to a standstill in the first half. The game was of special interest because it was the first Mines
game to be played against such strong, and widely known team as the Oklahoma Aggies.
The Miners matched the powerful drives of the visitors in the first half with a ferocious offense of their own, and more than earned a 7-7 break at the rest period. The Aggies, realizing what
they were up against, came back strong in the second half to score more than enough points to win
a ball game that was a treat to the large crowd.
S. M. U. DEFEATS MUCKERS IN POST SEASON SKIRMISH
26-0
It cannot be said that our boys did not go down fighting, and that they were
not glorious in their defeat. By holding such a powerful opponent to such a low
score, our Miners have secured a game with S. M. U. during the regular season
next year. More power to you, Muckers and au revoir, J.B.
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IN MEMORIAM

lN GRATEFUL MEMORY OF ONE WHO ENRICHED ALL OF OUR LIVES THROUGH KNOWING
HIS CHEERFUL AND INTENSELY LOYAL NATURE,
AS WELL AS THE IDEALS OF CLEAN SPORTSMANSHIP WHICH UNDERLAY THE FINE AND NOBLE
CHARACTER OF MANUEL G. LOPEZ.
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1933 BASKETBALL SQUAD

Row:
W. Milner, P. Allen, T. Eady, N. Stern, G. Krutilek, H. Lowe.
FRONT Row:
L. 0. Page, J. Sullivan, B. Travis, H. Cox, C. Weaver, A. Wilkenfelt.
BACK
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CAPTAIN

ToM

EADY,

Guard:

Tom is one of the coolest,
smoothest, and fastest guards
ever to play on a Mines team.
His good defensive work, his
accurate long_ range shooting,
and his skillful dribbling
make him stand out as one of
the most con sis tent, and yet
spectacular players of the Miner crew. Tom rounds out
three years on the team, two
of which he was captain of the
Muckers.

PARK E. ALLEN,

Center:

Always a thorn in the opponent's side, long, rangy Allen,
with his dead-shot eye, has
been a valuable asset to the
Mines basketball squad again
this season. In this, his last
year, he has continued his excellent work, rounding out
four years of competition for
his school. We shall feel his
loss greatly next season.

WALTER MILNER,

Forward :

"Chule" is a fast, flashy player
who has exceptional dribbling
ability. He has the aggressiveness necessary to make a good
offensive as well as defensive
player. He finished the season
with honors and will be a valuable man on the team next
year. He was high point man
for the season, leading his
team in scoring.
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CARROLL WEAVER,

Guard:

Carroll is another steady, dependable player, always swift
on the breakaway, fast on the
dribble and deadly in the accuracy of his passing and
shooting. In guarding, Weaver is calm and able. His offensive and defensive games
are equally good. Carroll will
be in a Mines uniform again
next year, giving us another
high scorer for the 1934 aggregation.

GEORGE KRUTILEK,

Guard:

George, although a bit slow,
is a hard driver and a fighter
from the start, and he is still
plugging when the final whistle blows. We need more men
of this type, and so we are
glad to say that George will
be wearing the Orange and
White again next year.

BROOKS TRAVIS,

Forward:

Although he was not a regular
basketball player, Brooks put
the quickness and accuracy of
his diamond training to good
use this year, making one of
the best floor men we had all
season. He was steady and
always good humored, as well
liked by his opponents as he
was by his fellow-Miners.
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JOHNNY SULLIVAN,

Center and Forward:
Johnny is a steady, dependable player, quick on the tip-off
and a sure shot under the basket. For his sterling worth
and for his "never-say-die"
spirit we shall be glad to see
Johnny back on the team next
year.

L. 0.

PAGE,

]R., Guard:

Tall, and swift on his feet,
Page is a fine guard, and undeniably a valuable man on
any team. Although he did
not earn a letter this year,
with more of the same spirit
that he has already shown, he
should be one of our star basketeers next season.

NATHAN STERN,

Forward:

Stern was a new man this year,
and seemed somewhat unused
to college-caliber competition
at first. However, he has developed during the season,
and should be very valuable
next year since he is an excellent floor man and has a good
eye for the hoop.
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HowARD Cox, Forward:
A new man on the Miner team
this year, Cox has demonstrated his worth as a fast
player and a good shot. He
has shown improvement in all
departments of the game, and
should be one of the 1934 lummanes.

ALLEN WILKENFELT,

Forward and Guard
The "Wild Bull of the
Mines" came through the season with a good record. Always cheerful and fighting for
a win, "Pecos" won himself a
place in the hearts of his teammates. He will be back again
next year.

HoMER LowE, Manager:
Homer, hard working, cheery,
and well liked by all the Miner squad, made an able manager this year. The fellows
appreciated his cooperation,
and would like to see him back
again next year.
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THE 1933 BASKETBALL SEASON
The 1933 basketball season brought out many promising young players, although in the won
and lost columns the team did not fare so well. Among the newcomers, Howard Cox, Austin High
School recruit, stood out as a likely Mines basketeer of the future. Howard consistently broke into
the playing and invariably gave good account of his share of the scoring. Other likely new prospects were Johnny Sullivan, former Cathedral High School star, Nate Stern, Allen Wilkenfelt, L.
0. Page, and others.
The veterans handled themselves truly as such. Park Allen was the same old dependable shot.
Captain Tom Eady was at all times an indispensable cog in the machine, holding his old guard berth
like the cool, deliberate player that he is. Carroll Weaver, at the other guard position, added many
field goals to his good defensive work. Carroll has a habit of sinking them from a distance, and his
numerous lengthy tosses placed him near the top of the scoring list in the City League throughout the
season. Chule Milner was a steady man at forward, and J.B. Andrews and Brooks Travis strenghened the team with some timely reserve work.
Through the season the Miners faced adverse scores, but they improved considerably as the season progressed. Decisions were lost to such strong college quintets as the New Mexico Aggies and
the N. M. M. I. Cadets. In the City League the Orediggers finished at the bottom of the heap, losing
many close frays to powerful aggregations.
The season as a whole was not a successful one from the standpoint of games won and lost, but
much credit is due for a comparatively good showing in the face of adverse circumstances. The Miners were troubled considerably with financial difficulties. They were handicapped in several of the
games by the loss of Captain Tom Eady, who was forced to remain away by his library duties.
Because of over-anxious play, the Miners were at all times troubled with numerous personal fouls, on
more than one occasion supplying the opposition with the margin of victory via the free throw, and often losing some of the old dependables before the end of the games in the same fashion.
In spite of all these troubles, the Muckers put up a creditable showing, and with the able guidance of coaches Saxon and Phillips, we are looking forward to a big year in 1934.
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THE GOLF TEAM

KIMES

ROSENFIELD

MOSES

OLIVER

JORDAN

For the first time in three years the College of Mines has a golf team. Principally
through the efforts of Professor Leon D. Moses, who is himself a confirmed addict af the
ancient and honorable game, a team was organized and entered in the city golf league. Unfortunately, at the time the FLOWSHEET went to press no intercollegiate matches had
been secured. The team members paid all their own expenses, such as green fees, balls, etc.,
but through the courtesy of the Executive Council they were enabled to obtain this page in
the annual. A movement has been started to give the team letters for their work, since from
the beginning they have been either at the top or next to the top of their section of the league.
Those that played for the College during the season wete: Leon Denny Moses (Captain and
Manager), John H. Kimes, Jr., Leon A. Rosenfield, Jr., Roxby Oliver and Ronald Jordan.
There will be plenty of room for new material next year since both Kimes and Rosenfield are
seniors.
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"M" ASSOCIATION TEXAS COLLEGE OF :M INES

Row:
A. Araujo, A. Williams, S. Cresap, H. Mayhew, J. Faust, J. Hawley, J. Daross,
Prof. Haigh, J.B. Andrews, J.C. Weaver, L. D. Liles, B. Guyler, C. Duffel.
FRONT Row:
P. Allen,]. Hart, J. Meagher, G. Krutilek, W. Milner, W. Wilson, C. Coldwell,
T. O'Donnell, B. Boykin.
BACK

OFFICERS

J. B. ANDRE w s________________________________________________________p esiden t
C. Co LOWELL _______________________________________________ Vice-President
T. J. EADY ____________________________________________ Secretary -Treasurer
The "M" Association is composed of all men who have earned their "M" in any major
sport. The purpose of the organization is to sponsor and foster athletics of all types. All wearers of the coveted "M" up to Jan. 1, 1933, are considered charter members, and those earning
their letters after that time are initiated into the Association at the end of each school term.
The "M" Association co-operates with the athletic council in every way and the annual Home
Coming arrangements are taken care of by this group. The wearers of the "M" represent the
highest type of men found on the campus, and their exploits in the fields of sports are unrivaled.
in the Southwest.
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